Questions and Answers

1. Is the cover on text or cover weight?
   The 8-page wrap is text weight.

2. What is the flat and finished size of the cover wrap?
   The final trim size is the same for all pages, 8.125” x 10.875”

3. For the text, if 45# stock is not available can I substitute 50#?
   Based on availability, bidders can substitute 50# for 45# but the heavier stock must be indicated on the quote.

4. For the cover, please confirm the cover is not a fold out on the front and back.
   There are no fold outs or gate folds, this is an 8-page wrap.

5. There is mention of a letter insert. Will HESAA be supplying this? If so, please provide relevant specifications.
   The selected vendor will print the generic letter on 8.5 x 11 white copier paper and insert one into each carton that is shipped to schools. HESAA will supply the letter content. Prints 1/0, black. No bleeds.

6. 4” x 5” Label: Where should it be affixed? Does this label need to include any specific content?
   HESAA will supply the content and vendor will supply, print, and affix the labels. Full color, no bleeds. Placement will need to be visible at receiving docks at the high schools.

   The boxes must be able to withstand normal shipping conditions to avoid damage caused to the cartons while in transit.